An almost complex manifold is a differentiable manifold M equipped with a (1,1 J tensor H [H can also be regarded as •^(M) -0 a linear map H:H(M) -H(M)] which satisfies [3]
(1.2) H 2 = -I, v:here I denotes the identity map.
Prom (1.2) it follows that the generalized manifold M is even dimensional. 
All the equations which follow, hold for vector fields belonging to H(M).
To describe the geometry of an almost generalized Hermitian manifold M, it is useful to consider two special tensors. The first is a 2-form F(X,Y) defined as
since P is skew-symmetric; it is in fact a differential form.
The second is the Nijenhuis tensor H(X,Y) which is a tensor of the type (1,2) defined as
which in view of (1.2) becomes
It can be easily shown that
If ne extend the Riemannian connection V^ of 1.1 to be a derivetion on the tensor algebra of M, then we have From (1.15), it is clear that K is hybrid in its covariant slots.
Generalized manifolds
In this section, we shall give some definitions and theorems relating to the generalized manifolds.
From ( From equations (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that i? is skew-symmetric and hybrid in its covariant slots X and Y. Generalized Kahler space has been defined by Mishra and Kuenwaha [3] , which satisfies Proof. Let the almost generalized Hermiticn manifold be nearly generalized Kahlerian. In consequence of (1.^), we have V X (HY) + Vy(HX) = (V^HHY) + HV X Y + (V y H)(X) + HVyX, which in view of (2.6) yields (2.9).
The converse is obvious. Proof. Let the almost generalized Hermitian manifold be quasi-generalized Kahlerian. In consequence of (1.9), we have
V X (H(Y)) + V hx (I:(H-I}) = Cv^HKY) + HV X Y * (V hx H)(HT) + HV hx HY,
which in view of (2.7) yields (2.10).
The converse follows in a straightforward manner. If (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.15) we get (2.12). Similarly, the results hold for (i) and (ii) al3o.
Some results
In this section, we shall give the formula for the exterior derivative of the generalized Kahler manifold from F, the condition for H to preserve connections and we shall esta-' blish some theorems. Proof. The proof follows by virtue of the equations (1.2), (1.6), (1.9) and (1.13). Proof. Let the generalized manifold be quasir-generalized Kahlerian in which H is connection preserving, then from (1.9), (2.7) and (3.4), we .obtain Hence the manifold is generalized Kahlerian. Theorem 3.4. In a generalized Kahlerian manifold, the necessary and sufficient condition for H to preserve connections, is that Proof. Since the manifold is generalized Kahlerian, therefore from (1v9) and (2.4), we have VHX(H(riY)) = VZ(HY).
rience froa (1.2), (3.6) and (3.7), we have VrxY = -HVXY.
This proves Theorem.
